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What is Spamming ?

Sending unsolicited commercial messages 
to many recipients 

Modern form of mail spamming
No explicit permission of the recipients 
E-mail addresses obtained by

Harvesting addresses 
Usenet postings
Web pages 

Guessing common names at known domains 
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Why Spammer ?

Economically viable 
Advertisers have no operating costs beyond the 
management of their mailing lists
Difficult to hold senders accountable for their mass 
mailings 

Profit to the spammer
The spam-related pornography business is estimated 
at $3,200,000,000 in 2002
Around 70% of spam has illegal content

Low risks high profit
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Why Filter the Spam ?

628,000,000 end 
users worldwide

4% don’t find spam 
annoying
96% find it annoying, 
or worse
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Why Filter the 
Spam?

Receiver Spam cost (2004)
$1-2/spam in lost productivity
$30-50/yr in direct costs to every end user
$730/yr in lost productivity for every employee
$8,900,000,000/yr total cost to US 
corporations
$650,000,000 in anti-spam and content 
filtering products
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Required Properties 
of a Spam Filter 

Filter must prevent spam from entering inboxes
Able to detect the spam without blocking the 
ham

Maximize efficiency of the filter
Do not require any modification to existing e-
mail protocols
Easily incremental

Spam evolve continuously
Need to adapt to each user
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Spam Filter Viewed as 
Immune System

Spam is similar to computer viruses because it 
keeps mutating in response to the latest 
«immune system» response
Common properties between Immune system 
and spam filter

Distinguish between self and harmful elements
Impossible to produce all the existing “antibodies”

Approximate binding
Regular expression as digital genes

Unnecessary to have all email pattern available
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Spam Filter as Immune 
System

Combine simple vocabulary to produce different 
antibodies

Inferred from variety of sources
Words
URLs
HTLM tags

Learning from previous infection
Weight as memory

Digital lymphocyte matching a spam increase its weight
Digital lymphocyte matching a ham decrease its weight
System can learn from existing lymphocyte without need of user 
feedback
Possible negative weight

Mutation of the most promising “antibodies”
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Filtering Spam using Text 
Mining Techniques

Filtering can be see as a specific text categorization task
Specific feedback

Defending side: Continuous user feedback
The results are evaluated continuously

Attacking side: Spam evolves continuously
Face an active adversary, which constantly attempts to evade filtering

Dynamic environment
the task calls for fast, incremental and robust learning algorithms

Specific evaluation
Cost of misclassification is heavily skewed:

Labeling a legitimate email as spam, usually referred to as a false 
positive, carries a much greater penalty than vice-versa

Specific features
HTML tag, URLs, …
Intentional misspelling error (vi@gra, v1agra,…)
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Filtering Task 
Organisation

Two way of organizing the filtering process
Batch

Induced classifier from existing messages and applied to future 
ones
Random training and test set extracted from of a common source 
population prior to testing
Assumes that the characteristics of messages do not change much 
with time

The validity of the model is limited 
Online 

Presents to the filter a chronological sequence of n messages, m0
through mn−1
For each message mi

a classifier is induced on m0 through mi−1, the subsequence of 
messages prior to mi
This classifier is used to predict the class of mi
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Online Email Filter 
Framework

Knowledge 
base

Ham File

Spam File

Incoming mail
Filter

Triage

Search

Ham

External 
Resources

Misclassified Ham

Misclassified Spam
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Performance Evaluation

Filter Effectiveness
Ham misclassification percentage (hm%)

Fraction of ham delivered to spam file
Spam misclassification percentage (sm%)

Fraction of spam delivered to ham file

The two have disparate impact on the user
Ham misclassification is usually considerably more 
deleterious than spam misclassification

Natural tension between ham and spam 
misclassification percentage

Similar to recall precision balance
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Performance Evaluation

Most filter compute a score that estimates 
the likelihood of a message to be a spam

The score is compared to a threshold t to 
determine ham spam classification
Increasing t reduce hm% while decreasing 
sm%

It is possible to compute sm% as a 
function of hm% and the representation of 
this function is a ROC curve
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Filtering at Different Level

Filter at network level
Black List IP
RBLs

Filter at server level
Signature Driven detection

Filter at end user level
Content based Approach

Rule based approach
Statistic based approach

Winnow algorithm
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Filter at Network Level
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Black List IP

Principle
Keep a list of the IP addresses of known spammers (a “black 
list”) 

Emails from those addresses are blocked
Provide a quick fix for blocking one particular source of spam 

Drawback
Spammers regularly change their IP addresses
Spammers use a wide range of IP addresses
Ineffective as an overall anti-spam solution

Alternative
White list IP

List of IP addresses from which you only accept email
Impractical: impossible to receive email from any new sources
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RBLs (Realtime Blackhole
Lists)

Principle
Check incoming email’s IP address against a list of IP addresses in the RBL
If the IP address is part of the RBL, then the email is identified as spam and 
blocked
RBL operators maintain public RBLs and organizations simply subscribe to them
Low computational overhead and low network overhead

Drawback
May generate false positives
Aggressive method block all reported spam sources

The spam sources, such as popular ISPs Yahoo, Earthlink or Hotmail, are also the 
source of legitimate email

Can not differentiate between when a source is sending spam and when it is 
sending legitimate email. It just blocks any email coming from the IP addresses 
in its list

RBLs are effective for blocking spam and should be part of an 
organization’s spam blocking strategy
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Filter at Server Level
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Filter at Server Level

Signature Driven Spam Detection
Observation

Spam very often consist of high-similar message 
sent in high volume however rarely identical to 
avoid template based detection
Similar message detected at server level should be 
spam

Spam filtering can be seen as a special case 
of near duplicate document detection

High detection rate
Low computational and storage resources
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I-Match

Guaranteeing that each message will map to one and 
only one signature

Produces a single-hash representation
Provide the fuzziness of non exact matching

I-Match signature is determined by the set of unique terms 
shared by a document and the I-Match lexicon

The choice of the set of term is crucial

Step of the process
Large collection are use to define I-Match lexicon L
For each message d the set of unique term U is identified
The I-Match signature is the hash representation of the 
intersection S=(L∩U)
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I-Match Features 
Selection

Are feature selected for their discriminative efficacy also 
effective for similar document detection ?
Experimental data shows that idf is a good indicator

Ignoring the very frequent and very infrequent terms without 
taking their discriminative power into account

Feature clustering using Agglomerative Information 
bottleneck

Maximize the mutual information between the feature cluster and 
the class
Properties of the original distribution are preserved by the new
representation
Clusters may contain synonyms
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I-Match Improvement

I-Match strength
insensitive to change in the word order

I-Match weakness
Sensitive to the insertion and deletion of word
Attacker may attempt to guess the composition of the 
I-Match lexicon to randomize messages

Decreasing fragility of I-Match
Using several non-overlapping lexicons
A small change of the message content may change 
the signature of a particular lexicon but several other 
lexicon will be unaffected 
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Filter at User Level
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Rule Based 
Approach

Expresses the domain knowledge in terms of a 
set of heuristic rules, often constructed by 
human experts in a compact and comprehensive 
way
Advantages

Expressing complex domain knowledge usually hard 
to be obtained in a purely statistical system

Drawbacks
Nature of junk mail change over time

Rules set must be constantly tunes and refined
Extremely higher cost compared to the purely statistical 
approach
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Statistic Based 
Approach 

Principle
Expresses the differences among messages in terms of the 
likelihood of certain events
The probabilities are usually 

Estimated based on annotated messages
Estimated automatically to maximize the likelihood of generating the 
observations in a training corpus

Advantages
a statistical model is easy to build and can adapt to new domains 
quickly

Drawback
lacks deep understanding of the problem domain a model 
performs well on one corpus may work badly on another one 
with quite different characteristics
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Bayesian Filters

Principle
Personalized to each user and adapt automatically to 
changes in spam
Bayesian analysis

Compare the words or phrases in the email in question to the 
frequency of the same words or phrases in the intended 
recipient’s previous emails (both ham and spam)

Most reports on Bayesian filters have shown accuracy
over 99 percent for one user 
close to 90% for an heterogeneous set of users

Most usual method: Naïve Bayes

∏
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Winnow Algorithm

The goal is to learn a linear separator over 
the feature space

Keep an n-dimensional weight vector for each 
class 
The algorithm return 1 for a class if the 
summed weight of all the active features 
surpass a predefined threshold

The weight of a class are updated 
whenever the value returned for this class 
is wrong
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Features for Winnow 
Algorithm

Sparse Binary Polynomial Hashing
Way to generate automatically a large number of 
features from an incoming text
Slide a widows of length N over the tokenized text

For each windows position, all of the possible in-order 
combination of the N tokens are generated
These combination that contain at least the newest element 
of the windows are retained

Using statistic to determine the weight of each of 
those feature in term of their predictive values for 
spam/non-spam evaluation
Feature generated by SBPH are not linearly 
independent
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Orthogonal Sparse 
Bigram

Possible to use a smaller feature set of 
SBPH to increase speed and decrease 
memory requirement

Working only with the orthogonal feature set 
inside the windows

Considering word pair
The newest member of the window must be 
one of the term
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Performance of the 
Systems (TREC 2006)
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Summary

Good features are the key of efficient filtering
Context dependant features
Inexact string matching
Character level features

Bayesian approach is broadly 
use
Spam evolve to image based 
spam

New solution required
Combination of image and text 
processing
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QUESTIONS ?
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